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When Yan Jun walked right into the area, the temper in Shen Weng’s heart quickly dissipated. He can
make use of Samuel as an ant, however not in front of Yan Jun.

” You seem to have neglected our contract. Does this mean that you have broken the guidelines, so I
don’t need to maintain my assurance?” Yan Jun walked to Samuel’s side and also aided him to his feet.
He spoke to Shen Weng in a tranquil tone.

Shen Weng’s eyelids shivered. For many years, his concern of Yan Jun had practically come to be a
behavior. As long as he saw Yan Jun, he would not have any kind of confidence.

With Shen Weng’s capability, why would he view Nangong Qianqiu wed Han Tianyang and also
continue to be indifferent? It was exactly due to the existence of Yan Jun that he did not also dare to
move a strand of Han Tianyang’s hair!

” I’m not the one who struck him,” stated Shen Weng.

Yan Jun lightly smiled. He looked at Harvey and also claimed, “If it wasn’t for you backing him up,
would a garbage like him risk to do something?”

Harvey did not know who Yan Jun was. He just really felt that this old man’s calm tone was full of
arrogance, and he even called him trash!

” Old point, that are you calling trash? An individual hidden in the loess, what right do you have to
implicate me?” Harvey looked at Yan Jun coldly as well as said disdainfully.

Yan Jun did not blow up. He just really felt that it was amusing. A smile that triggered one to really
feel as if they were bathed in a spring breeze showed up on his face. He claimed to Shen Weng, “What
is his connection with you? Disciple or a tool?”

” It has nothing to do with you,” Shen Weng stated coldly.

” For my devotee to be battered, as his master, it’s only all-natural for me to seek revenge for him,
right?” Said Yan Jun

. Shen Weng squeezed his clenched fists. Yan Jun was intentionally provoking him, but he might not
strike Yan Jun, neither was he qualified to do so. It was impossible for him to win.

” As a senior, isn’t it versus the regulations for you to attack a junior?” asked Shen Weng.

Yan Jun elevated his eyebrows as well as responded his head, saying, “That’s a little bit affordable.
Samuel, because I can not help you get revenge, everything relies on your own capability. Don’t fret, if
any person dares to interfere, grandpa Yan will assist you.”

” Thanks, Grandfather Yan.” Samuel took a look at Harvey as well as smiled coldly.

If it weren’t for Shen Weng’s support, he wouldn’t also have the guts to fight with Samuel. If he
actually battled with Samuel alone, he might just take the beating.

Harvey concealed behind Shen Weng as well as stated,” You ought to assist me, I can not beat him.”



This sentence created Shen Weng to shed all of his dignity. Currently that Yan Jun desired to establish
a victor in between the 2 of them, this was a battle of face.

” Shen Weng, I didn’t expect you to be so weak. You don’t even have excellent eyesight. What usage is
there for garbage like you to make use of?” Yan Jun said with a smile.

Shen Weng gritted his teeth and claimed coldly to Harvey, “Beat him if you do not wish to pass away.”

Harvey looked hopeless. It was obvious that Shen Weng would certainly not aid him in this matter.
Exactly how could he defeat Samuel?

If he had actually known earlier, he would not have actually flaunted in front Samuel. After defeating
him recently, he contained rage currently. Just how could he allow him go?

Shen Weng relocated laterally to make way for Harvey. When Harvey saw Samuel walking towards him,
his legs started to wobble.

He had been beaten by Samuel sometimes, so he was very clear concerning the gap in between him
and Samuel.

Even if in Harvey’s heart, Samuel had actually always been a good-for-nothing, as well as he had
actually never wanted to confess Samuel’s strength. But he had to hesitate of Samuel’s fist!

“Samuel, it was my fault recently. Sorry, I hit you due to the fact that I was confused,” Harvey said to
Samuel as if he was begging for mercy.

Samuel’s face was covered with blood, and his expression was even more relentless. His state had
practically frightened Harvey out of his wits.

I’m simply a wimp. Samuel stated with a sneer.
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